GO CRAZY, MASKED CRUSADERS!

MASKED CRUSADERS
SAY ENGINES OFF!

AIR POLLUTION IN LONDON IS A PROBLEM

WHEN CARS ARE PARKED BUT THE DRIVER LEAVES THEIR ENGINE ON, IT CAUSES A LOT MORE POLLUTION: TWICE AS MUCH AS WHEN THE CAR IS MOVING. WE’D LOVE TO MAKE THE AIR BETTER AROUND OUR SCHOOL AND WE NEED YOU TO HELP BY BECOMING A MASKED CRUSADER

YOUR JOB IS TO DO 4 THINGS:

1. Tell your grown ups about the dangers of leaving their engines running and say ENGINES OFF whenever they’ve stopped.
2. Create a CRAZY junk model gas mask.
3. Join the MASKED CRUSADERS march on 8th November to tell the world about the dangers of leaving engines running.
4. Tell your friends to become MASKED CRUSADERS too!

HOW TO MAKE A MASK

This mask is not a real gas mask. It is a crazy MASKED CRUSADERS mask! Something to remind adults that they should turn their engines off. You can make your masks out of any junk you have: old boxes, lids, cartons etc. It should go over your nose and mouth, but make sure you can breathe!

A. Cut top off milk carton (get an adult to help with the cutting)
B. Put masking tape over sharp edges so they don’t scratch
C. Make holes in either side and thread elastic/string through
D. Stick bottle top on mask and decorate. Paint and colour. Why not add straws, feathers or coloured paper!

Tell your friends to become MASKED CRUSADERS too!